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Due to COVID-19 , during the academic year 2020-

21 , all our stakeholders faced a lot of challenges. 

But the ways our stakeholders handled those 

challenges are priceless.

The activities happening in face to face mode are 

taken to online mode, a real challenge otherwise we 

were never familiar with in  huge mass till March 

2020.

The pain taken by our teachers,students,parents etc

to cope up with the new normal is unforgettable and 

of course appreciable to the highest level.

This E-Book is a small step to appreciate all our stakeholders 

for standing up with the organization when it was highly 

need
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https://twitter.com/AnkitAn79435979/status/1362658420994625537/photo/1
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COVID - 19 pandemic gave us a lot of lessons, access to technology, and a pollution - 

free environment. COVID is still not over yet, thus we need to take precautions and 

safety measures. #covidexperience #COVID19 #coronavirus 
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The days 

spent
It was unexpected

when it came

when nature played a harsh 

game

I was bored

I was drowsy sitting all the days

From the balcony

Watching the empty ways

Online classes were fun

But friends were missing

” I hope schools will reopen 

soon”

When all day I was wishing

Despite all the sufferings and 

pain

Despite all the sorrows

It was an overall gain

I read books

I cooked food

I sang and played

Days were not misused.

It’s at the end now

Everything is again restoring

I have a story for future kids

About the days

That were isolated and boring

The story of fear and gear

That how Twenty’s teenagers

Spent the fearful year

Story of things we learned

Things we realized

Things of great values

And days when real heroes were 

deified.

It was harsh and filled with 

despair

But we’ll always remember

That those were the days

When hearts were decorated

Again, with love and care

When we were physically 

separated

But emotionally, we all came 
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Rahul Raj

Class 11
KV Pusa

















A ray of 

hope…

Thank You….


